
Press Brakes GP



Tool Systems

Bending tools in combination with a high-precision 
metal forming machine are the backbone of sheet metal 
bending part production. Weinbrenner tools deliver 
machining quality and tolerances that match the 
state-of-the-art technology of the GP Press Brakes. 
Punches and dies are hardened and Diaform ground 
as a matter of course and are fully intercompatible. 
Narrow dies with minimum edge distance and standard 
145 (160) mm height meet the requirements for 
small-size Z edges. High punches or custom 
tools - our design and production have the solution to 
every problem.



Pressing forces - Table
Air bending/Bottoming

In press braking, we distinguish between two different methods:

   air bending with open die
   bottoming with closed die.

angle and compares it to the permissible stress 
specifications for the punches and dies. The table 
shows the interconnection of these factors and the 
pressing force required for air bending. For pressing
forces for bottoming, multiply the pressing force by 3.

Example: Sheet thickness 2 mm,
length 3 m, die width 12 mm
            internal radius approx. 2 mm,
pressing force approx. 720 kN

Pressing force in kN per meter
Sheet length for tensile strength
of 450 N/mm²
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Die width w

Sheet thickness s
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In air bending, the internal radius r is formed as a function i 

of the die width w. Where material properties permit, 
production processes use die widths of 6 to 8 times sheet 
thickness, or 4 times sheet thickness where sides are shorter. 
The control system calculates the precise pressing force 
required for the programmed bending



Model Specifications

Type Pressing force
[kN]

Bending length
[mm]

Stroke height
[mm]

Daylight
[mm]

Frame gap
[mm]

Figures are standard and may be subject to change.
Your benefit: stroke, daylight and frame gap can be extended in 100 mm increments if desired.

Weinbrenner Maschinenbau GmbH
Schwarzwaldstr. 1    D- 71263 Weil der Stadt
Tel.: +49 (0) 70 33 / 53 83-0    Fax: +49 (0) 70 33 / 53 83-23
E-Mail: info@weinbrenner-maschinenbau.de

www.weinbrenner-maschinenbau.de

GP 40                     400               1250... 2550                290                       580                      400

GP 63                     630               1250... 2550                290                       580                      400

GP 80                     800               2050... 4050                290                       580                      400

GP 100                 1000               2050... 5050                350                       640                      400

GP 125                 1250               2050... 5050                350                       640                      400

GP 160                 1600               2050... 6050                350                       640                      400

GP 200                 2000               2050... 6050                350                       640                      400

GP 250                 2500               3050... 6050                350                       640                      400

GP 320                 3200               3050... 6050                350                       640                      400

GP 400                 4000               3550... 8050                350                       660                      400

GP 500                 5000               3550... 8050                350                       660                      400

GP 600                 6000               3550... 8050                350                       660                      400

GP 800                 8000              4050...10050                350                       660                      400

GP 1000            10.000              4050...12050                ....                         ....                        

GP 1250            12.500              5050...12050                ....                         ....                       

GP 1500            15.000              5050...12050                ....                         ....                       

GP 2000            20.000              5050...12050                ....                         ....                        

GP 3000            30.000              5050...20100                ....                         ....                          

                 

on request

on request

on request

on request

on request



Weinbrenner - synonymous with tradition

The Weinbrenner brand has been synonymous with quality 
sheet metal bending technology for over 50 years. Today, 
Weinbrenner Maschinenbau is an international player, 
offering a range of products to meet virtually all requirements 
of the sheet metal bending industry.

Weinbrenner machines are in demand wherever companies 
expect the most from their press brakes. High-precision 
production of complex bent sheet metal parts - even for 
one-of-a-kind runs. Integrated state-of-the-art technology: 
CNC, CAD/CAM, CIM, angle control system. Standalone 
or as part of a system. Everything you expect from today’s 
high-tech press brakes: Weinbrenner GP has it all.

Press brake GP 125/3550



Seven reasons for
choosing Weinbrenner

Electronic synchronization of cylinders, springback 
compen-

sation  and  automatic  crowing  system  ensure 
consistent  high  precision in  production of bent 
parts.

Modular design, based on a system of standard components,
ensures  that  machines  are  equipped  in line with customer
requirements.

Ultra-high reliability and high availability are assured 
over the long term by the ribust rigid design and 
mainttenance-friendly arrangement of all parts.

Automatic tooling  systems and useful accessoires 
minimizes setup times while maximizing production 
flexibility.

Ergonomic  arrangement  of all  controls and low 
operating noise.

The press brake can easily be converted to a bending 
cell by the addition of a material handling robot.

Our Technical Department and in-house tool design 
shop  are  at your  service  for problems outside the 
scope of the standard programme.

GP 160/3550 with angle control system



Controls and Software

An  array  of  CNC  controls  are  available  for  the  full  range 
of GP press brakes, supplying customer and solution-oriented 
configurations  of  machines  and  control   systems  to  match 
every requirement.  All CNC controls are network-ready.

is  a  3D CAD system  for metal processing offering interfaces 
to further systems via DXF, IGES, SAT.  True CAD images are 
created by

Auto Pol

The  Mod Eva control system is based on a Windows 
user  interface  with  2D  and  3D  display, and can be 
integrated into existing systems.

PC  and  then  transmitted  to  the  Mod Eva  machine control 
system, enabling the operator to maximize bending precision.



Short setup times - high productivity

Supporting arms, Type II
Bend  presses  incorporate  tool supporting surfaces. 
Weinbrenner  Supporting  arms  also offer  additional 
useful features: 
    Can be used as frontgauges 
    Surface  length   1000mm,   micrometer  gauges, 
    measuring  rod
    Height-adjustable

are simplicity itself with the Weinbrenner Tool Change 
System and graphically aided setup plan in the control 
system. The Alpha Correct laser angle control system 
ensures accurate bending angles even for sheets of 
varying thickness and differing rolling directions automatically 
setting the minimum distance from the matrix, opti-

Bending tools are segmented for greater flexibility, shorter 
setup times and simpler tool storage. The Weinbrenner 
System covers both punch and die changes. A hydraulic 
clamp ensures tools are securely locked into the fixture. All 
tools of length up to 300 mm are changed vertically. Die 
and matrix segments are permanently labelled with key data.

In metal bending, key productivity factors are not limited to 
a machine’s reliability and precision. Setup times  are also 
a major factor for press brakes.

Rapid retooling

Flanges edges

mizing the measuring line and simultaneously dis-
playing the  results on the  monitor. This results in 
significant  time  savings  plus  improved  product 
quality. The  non-contact  measurements  can  be 
extended  to cover  the full sheet thickness range 
and  can  be  carried  out  for  different  materials. 
Multiple measuring points are also possible.



Gauge Systems

Press brakes are used for wide variety of applications. 
Weinbrenner supplies a full range of systems to meet 
all requirements, encompassing all press sizes and 
degrees of complexity of the parts. Gauge systems 
with up to 6 CNC-controlled axes are available. All 
electric drives are designed in maintenance-free AC technology

Backgauge Type II

2 axes: 
 

4 axes: 
  

This gauge system meets the requirements of most 
processing  tasks.  Available  with up to 5 controlled 
axes in the following models:

(X, R)
 Range of X axis: 1000 mm, 1500 mm

  Range of R axis: 150 mm; 
  2 gauge fingers manually adjustable in Z direction

  Additional fingers on request

(X, R, Z1, Z2)
Range of X axis: 1000 mm, 1500 mm

  Range of R axis: 150 mm; fingers Z1 and Z2 
  individually CNC-controlled

5 axes: (X1, X2, R, Z1, Z2)
The 4-axis  version plus  option  X2 extend  the range 
of function of the parallel gauge to cover the following:

  Easy  correction  of both  gauge positions in X direction if a 
  part fretworks or cut-outs are located near the bending line, 
  for which Option X2 supplies permanent compensation.

  Gauge for sheets with angled bending lines.
  Definition  of  2  different  measurements  in  X  direction, 
  e.g. for setting backgauge fingers into notches of varying 
  depths.
  



Backguage Type III

2 axes:
4 axes: 

        
5 axes: 

When used  with a sheet lifting device or rear-mounted  
bending  tools, this system assures perfect handling of 
metal workpieces at the near of the machine. Supplied 
in versions:

 X 1000 mm, 1500 mm; R 150 mm ( X, R)
X 1000 mm, 1500 mm; R 150 mm 

           ( X, R, Z1, Z2)
with Option X2  100 mm or  200 mm

            ( X1, X2, R, Z1, Z2)

Type  Ill’s  hanging  fingers  are  ideal  for  combining 
with  rear-side CNC-controlled bending arms or sheet  
lifting devices.

Backguage Type VI

3 axes: 

5 axes: 

( X1, X2, R)
  X-axes 640 mm, 1000 mm ( X1, X2)
  R-axes 200 mm

( X1, X2, R,  Z1, Z2)
  X-axes 640 mm, 1000 mm ( X1, X2)
  R-axes 200 mm
  Z-axes: ( Z1, Z2) depending on housing width

Backgauge Type IV
System  with  6  controlled  CNC  axes, 
offering  the maximum flexibility for 
gauging high-complexity bending parts.

Ranges
X-axes: 1000 mm, 1500 mm ( X1, X2)
R-axes: 135 mm ( R1, R2)
Z-axes: ( Z1, Z2) 
             depending on housing width

+- +-



General tools

According  to  your needs, you may   the tools you  are interested for.
Special  made  for  our  machine  types, we  deliver  highest  quality  with   perfectly fitting. 
Quick  changing  of  tools  is  guaranteed. Select  from a  comprehensive  range  of simple 
and precise tool-stamps orspecial tools for you. 

  
 

order direct  from us 



Bending cells with material handling robot
can also be used for additional tasks including:

    Folding, with Option DF
    Notching/punching
    Welding, jointing
    Stacking at varying sites and to varying specifications

In three-shift operation, this system produces wall an 
ceiling elements up to 4 m long and 2 m wide.

Bending cell GPZ
Automated edging for small batches

Bending cells are not only used for large 
production runs. 
The  team  of  Weinbrenner/KUKA  also 
supply precision work for small batches
and report their completion by telephone.
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